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In the meantime, midday
comes around
10/11 2022 – 1/5 2023
PRESS CONFERENCE: Thu 10/11 2022, 10 am
OPENING: Thu 10/11 2022, 7 pm
ARTISTS: Arts of the Working Class • AUSLÄNDER with the invited guests
HORIZONT Kollektiv • bare minimum collective • Linda Bilda • Eva
Egermann • Lamin Fofana • Adelita Husni-Bey • Problem Collective •
Bassem Saad • Vina Yun in collaboration with Tine Fetz, Moshtari Hilal,
Sunanda Mesquita, and Patu
CURATORS: What, How & for Whom / WHW (Ivet Ćurlin, Nataša Ilić and
Sabina Sabolović)
ASSISTANT CURATOR: Andrea Popelka
Exhibition Venue: kunsthalle wien Karlsplatz
“In the meantime, midday comes around” is a quote taken from a
seminal sociological study on unemployment from the 1930s called
Marienthal: The Sociography of an Unemployed Community that was
highly inspirational for this exhibition project. The researchers Marie
Jahoda, Paul F. Lazarsfeld, and Hans Zeisel produced the book after
several months of study of Marienthal, a district of the community
Gramatneusiedl just outside Vienna, which was severely affected by
the post-1929 worldwide economic crisis: almost all of its working
population became unemployed.
The eponymous phrase is an entry in one of the timesheets filled in by
unemployed men as part of the study. It describes the passing of time
between rising in the morning and lunchtime: nothing has happened
or changed; time is empty and without meaning. The women, on the
other hand, remained busy with reproductive labor, as the study also
showed.
But if the unemployed man’s sense of time in the 1930s illustrates the
loss of a sense of life purpose when existence is not centered around
work and its time structures, couldn’t it also illustrate a more contemporary diagnosis: a tedious regime of life fully subordinated to work,
the ethics that evolve around it, and the demand for incessant productivity as well as the management and improvement of the self to
better comply with these regimes? Isn’t the emptiness similar, albeit
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full of hustling and productivity, and the collapse of time equally soulcrushing? And how did it come about that we don’t work to live but
rather live to work, and that we can scarcely imagine other forms of
living?
Taking inspiration from the Marienthal Study, In the meantime, midday
comes around revolves around these questions. It looks at the changes
to the field of work in the last decades, made more visible by the
Covid-19 pandemic, and considers the modalities of collective action
and political imagination such global events carry to affect work.
One of these long-term changes is what author Aaron Benanav has
analyzed as a stagnation and slowdown of economic productivity
since the 1970s, which has not (yet) resulted in mass unemployment,
but mass underemployment, with people pushed to accept work with
miserable conditions and payment.
The artistic positions
The Marienthal Study was published as part of the cultural, political,
and scientific program of “Red Vienna”, a socialist experiment that
took place in Vienna between the wars, in the 1920s and 1930s,
until fascism took over. To this day, it remains a model of cultural
experimentation for socialist movements. To honor “Red Vienna” and
open up discussions central to the exhibition, in the months preceding
the show kunsthalle wien collaborated with Arts of the Working
Class (AWC), a Berlin-based collective that produces newspapers
sold by houseless people, who receive the profits. AWC produced
flags featuring song lyrics that relate to working life in six Viennese
municipal housing complexes. The lyrics were chosen through an open
call among the inhabitants of the Gemeindebauten, with six winners
renumerated for their efforts. The winning lyrics became the basis
for flags designed by artists and designers Nour Shantout & Sonia
Garziz, Thomas Spallek, and Pauł Sochacki. The flags were installed
from September 10 to October 26, 2022—which is Austrian National
Day—when they were replaced by the Austrian national flag. In the
exhibition, the lyrics are displayed on LED lights circling kunsthalle
wien Karlsplatz. The texts recall the struggles and sentiments of
working people.
Problem Collective, a research and art collective from Minsk based in
Vienna and elsewhere, deals with different historical representations
of strikes in Belarus. They approach different eras of strikes (1930s,
early 1990s, and post-2020) in a way that is both abstract, as such
acknowledging the difficulties of representing the strikes, and very
concrete, by using historical documents that remain opaque. This
opacity is not only about the suppression of histories of strikes
and their lacking documentation; it is also a way to glimpse the
uncomfortable limit of striking as a collective action.
Bassem Saad’s video Congress of Idling Persons (2021) connects
the social collapse in the aftermath of the Port of Beirut explosion
in 2019 with the grassroots organizing of Black Lives Matter in the
United States. The “idling” of the title describes modalities of lives
and collective struggle available to those “idling”: those fallen out of
the system, the surplus, the generally dispossessed, those without
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reserves, the racialized and incarcerated, the heterogenous masses
of those who work but are not necessarily workers. But “idling” also
describes the possession of time as a condition of freedom and
political subjectification—the sort of freedom necessary for political
imagination and action in the world.
Vina Yun looks into the untold history of so-called Gastarbeiter*innen
who moved to Austria from Asia in her project HOMESTORIES: Ein Comic
über die koreanische Diaspora in Wien [A Comic about the Korean
Diaspora in Vienna] (2017), made in collaboration with Tine Fetz, Patu,
Moshtari Hilal, and Sunanda Mesquita. The comic is auto-fictional
based on the stories of the artist’s mother, who came to Austria from
South Korea in 1972 as a nurse, as well as of other women who similarly
arrived as nurses or assistant nurses. These stories contribute to articulating guest workers’ experiences of ideological hybridization—or
contradictions and similarities as well as differences and continuities
between lifestyles and political systems—and reveal the prospective
character of guest workers’ migration in relation to future processes of
globalization.
The Vienna-based artist and musician collective Ausländer takes its
name from an often pejorative German expression for “foreigners”,
designating immigrants as “other” to the national body. For the
exhibition, Ausländer has developed a performance and installation
titled From a Distinguished Foreigner to an Undesirable Alien (2022). It
takes the Marienthal Study as its starting point to investigate parallels
and differences between the great economic crisis of the 1930s and
the permanent and multiple crises of the present moment, relating
the “othering” that immigrants are subjected to with environmental
collapse and the political imagination and will necessary to overcome
it.
The question of collective labor organization is often addressed in
the form of labor unions—historically the strongest collective weapon
against capitalist exploitation. New York–based artist Lamin Fofana
has dedicated an episode of his monthly radio show on NTS Radio,
based in Hackney, London, to the new independent Amazon Labor
Union in Staten Island, New York, which successfully formed in the
spring of 2022. The audio permeates the whole exhibition space,
creating a sonic background against which all the works are to be
seen.
Adelita Husni-Bey’s video installation On Necessary Work (2022) points
to a moment of contemporary labor organization, too. The artist
worked on this film together with nurses from the United States and
Denmark during the Covid-19 pandemic: a moment of great social
collapse that saw an emphasis on “essential” laborers, such as those
in the care and health sectors and in the production and distribution
of groceries. Many hospital and care-home staff were endangered,
fell ill, and died. On Necessary Work also shows the possibility of
collaboration and exchange of strategy between nurses, and workers
in general, around the world. Additionally, it indirectly poses the
question of what the distribution of necessary labor to reproduce
society in a post-capitalist world could look like.
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The Covid-19 pandemic brought about big shifts in relation to the idea
of work and employment being something that gives one a sense of
identity, dignity, and a time structure. bare minimum is the name of a
British queer-feminist collective and their manifesto (displayed in the
exhibition in video form), embraces the refusal of work, idleness, and
opting out of grind culture. As the voice-over in the manifesto video
puts it: “We want the abolition of everything but care, mutual aid, and
community”.
Moreover, In the meantime, midday comes around also takes a look at
the specific conditions of artistic work and praxis: The late Viennese
artist Linda Bilda, a self-declared anarchist, Situationist, and inventor,
developed a unique artistic practice that challenged the ways in which
artistic work is supposed to operate. She partook in art’s system, but
from the sidelines, controlling the circulation and distribution of her
comics and other works with keen awareness of artistic autonomy as
a living praxis. The exhibition includes a series of her early drawings
and prints for the unfinished comic book project The Golden World,
which reflects on the economic imperative and subjectivities under
neoliberal regimes.
Her practice is the subject of another work included in the exhibition,
by the artist, curator, and publisher of Crip Magazine Eva Egermann.
The former was a friend of and important influence for the latter, not
necessarily in terms of artistic language but rather as a role model for
autonomous engaged, feminist artistic praxis. During the exhibition,
Eva Egermann will write a text and produce a podcast about her
unique perspective on Linda Bilda’s practice and her relentless political
and aesthetic subjectivity. The podcast will then be added to the
exhibition.
When In the meantime, midday comes around touches on the world of
work, it is from the perspective that our time shouldn’t be structured
by work and related ideas of progress and growth. Rather, it should
follow the flows of other rhythms and activities that are neither
useful nor useless, and that we need to imagine, invent, and fight
for collectively—a concern that will also be reflected in the extensive
public program accompanying the exhibition.
Detailed information on the works within the exhibition, a complete
list of works as well as an introduction by the curators WHW can be
found in the comprehensive exhibition guide.
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Public program
Exhibition opening
Thu 10/11 2022
• 6 pm: Gathering with AUSLÄNDER and HORIZONT Kollektiv
• 7 pm: Opening with a welcome by What, How & for Whom / WHW,
artistic directors of kunsthalle wien
• Followed by the performance Rebel and Organize by Ausländer,
which presents a sociocultural critique on class, gender, and race
privileges within a society.
Panel Discussion
Tue 15/11 2022, 7 pm, in German
Frontliners with a History: On the Labor Migration of Asian Nurses
With Vina Yun • Gérard Rabara • …
Hosted by Su-Ran Sichling
The much-cited healthcare crisis is anything but a new phenomenon—
there was already a shortage of qualified nurses in Austria, Germany,
and Switzerland in the 1960s and 1970s. The gap was filled by young
women from Korea, India, and the Philippines, among other countries,
who were recruited as nurses or nurses’ assistants to work in hospitals
and nursing homes.
Presently, a growing number of artistic and academic projects are
emerging from Asian diasporic communities in German-speaking
countries, which are dedicated to the silenced migration history of
Asian nurses. In the discussion round, Vina Yun (freelance journalist,
author of HOMESTORIES) and Gérard Rabara (marketing and communications manager, cultural worker, and producer of the documentary
film First Batch), among others, reflect on the experiences of these
women between recruitment and deportation. Furthermore, they
draw connections between the recruitment policies of the past and
the search for international care workers today.
Panel Discussion
Tue 29/11 2022, 7 pm, in English
Solidarity and Labor Unrest in Times of War
With Volodymyr Artiukh • Ewa Majewska • Olga Shparaga
Hosted by Aleksei Borisionok & Olia Sosnovskaya (Problem Collective)
In their work Information Boards (2020–2022), presented as part of In
the meantime, midday comes around, Problem Collective, a research
and art collective from Minsk, Belarus, juxtaposes historical and
contemporary strikes in Belarus. The strikes emerged as one of the
most powerful tools of antigovernment resistance after the rigged
2020 presidential elections. Deriving from the themes developed in this
work and the urgency of Russia’s ongoing invasion in Ukraine—which is
supported by the Belarusian government—this event invites discussion
on strikes and various forms of labor unrest in the context of feminist
movements, social uprisings, and war.
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Workshop with Laura Nitsch
Thu 15/12 2022, 5–8 pm, in German
Cruising the Archive
Enabling the methodology of cruising, as a practice that is mobile and
driven by desire, this workshop approaches rare archival documents
from 1910 to 1934 of working-class lesbian encounters in Vienna. As a
starting point, artist and filmmaker Laura Nitsch gives insights into
her latest short film, VIOLETT (2020–ongoing), and shares a selection
of archival materials that informed this work. The film focuses on
the court case of the Viennese workers Karoline Wieser and Ludmilla
Horvath, who were arrested for “vagabondage”.
Acknowledging that one’s socioeconomic situation affects not only
the ways we act on our desires but also our means of documenting,
archiving, and remembering our lives, there is a dearth of queer
working-class history. In this workshop, we will try to activate our
collective resilient imagination—an imagination that can enable
us to feel and tell Wieser and Horvath’s story beyond the archival
documents.
Reading Group with Problem Collective
Thu 23/2 2023, 5–8 pm, in English
Problem Collective invites to a collective reading session, taking inspiration from and deconstructing the methods of early Soviet workers’
reading groups, and reflecting on people’s relation to reading and text
today.
Reading Group with bare minimum collective
Thu 23/3 2023, 5–8 pm, in English
Join bare minimum collective members Lola Olufemi and Christie
Costello for a reading group with freewriting elements that explores
the worker’s relationship to labor, how capitalism warps temporality,
and the ongoing practices of refusal that make it possible to imagine
a future where labor is not defined by wage or the profit motive. What
would a world without work look like? How do we get there? What
awaits us in a world after work?
For both reading groups, no prior reading or knowledge is required.
Event series What to do after work?
What to do after work? creates formats for discussion, thinking, and
contemplation in dialogue with the exhibited artworks. Together we
will study historical source materials, read texts, and experiment with
narrative forms to develop visions of the future. With experts from
different social domains, we will examine the past and present of the
idea of a post-work society in order to search for building blocks and
untrodden paths for utopian futures.
The event series runs through the complete duration of the exhibition.
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Further public program
Please find the detailed public program on our website
www.kunsthallewien.at as well as in the comprehensive exhibition
guide.
The exhibition at a glance
In the meantime, midday comes around
CURATORS: What, How & for Whom / WHW (Ivet Ćurlin, Nataša Ilić and
Sabina Sabolović)
ASSISTANT CURATOR: Andrea Popelka
EXHIBITION VENUE: kunsthalle wien Karlsplatz, Treitlstraße 2, 1040 Vienna
EXHIBITION DATES: 10/11 2022–1/5 2023
OPENING HOURS: Tue–Sun 11 am–7 pm, Thu 11 am–9 pm
Free admission
Press contact
Katharina Schniebs
T +43 1 5 21 89 – 221
M presse@kunsthallewien.at

kunsthalle wien
museumsplatz 1 • 1070 vienna
www.kunsthallewien.at
facebook.com/KunsthalleWien
instagram.com/KunsthalleWien
twitter.com/KunsthalleWien
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